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includes project management and reporting, but also many technical work packages that are either too 
i ele a t o  la ki g i  a ade i  e it to e o side ed a pa t of o e’s PhD work. One example relevant to my experience is the level of detail required to design a prototype to industry standards (a requirement of my FuE project). Whereas just a handful of load cases are sufficient to validate my metamodel optimization methods for academic purposes, it was much more work to program and debug a tool that could design the guyed tower per industry certification guidelines. Second, industry projects require a strict timeline with defined work packages. This inflexibility does not allow much time to explore and test new ideas. Only a certain amount of time and failure is tolerable within the budget of an industry project before a more conventional method must be pursued for practical purposes. As a result, the academic value of the research can suffer. For example, I was forced to work with the existing capabilities of  pa t e ’s i -house load simulation software which was (at the time) not state-of-the-art. Specifically, their code could not model the higher-order modal behavior of the structural dynamics, which are relevant to guyed towers and the behavior of other complex, next-generation structures. I wanted my design approach to account for this behavior and spent considerable time pursuing alternative solutions, which I eventually abandoned due to time constraints. One of these attempts included learning and validating an external code. This effort was eventually adopted by my industry partner at the end of the HWT project for their own purposes but unfortunately too late to be used in my research.  Lastly, industry projects require or at least favor some level of propriety. Academic activity, however, requires transparency so that results can be understood and replicated. This means that some of the work spent during an industry project may need to be duplicated using open-source methods before it can be used for a PhD. One example of how this delayed my PhD research is the in-house turbine model and aeroelastic code I used for my FuE project, and how I needed to duplicate my FuE project work using an open-source turbine model and software for my Dissertation.  My guyed tower industry project used an actual wind turbine model (the aeroMaster 2.5MW turbine with 117m rotor diameter on 140m tower). The use of an open-sou e i tual  i d tu i e odel as ot an option because the prototype tower design was intended to assess real-world material savings potential. This requires a production turbine model rather than a simplified open-source academic turbine (which exist only digitally, as they are never produced and sold). Additionally, the use of the aeroMaster 2.5MW (in combination with the aforementioned time constraints) necessitated that the guyed tower be 
si ulated usi g ae od ’s p op ieta  ae oFle  soft a e, adding to the concerns of transparency voiced by my Thesis advisor at KIT. As a result, I had to invest 6 months of time in learning the open-source FAST software, adapting my design tool to the new software and the si plified NREL 5MW Refe e e Turbine  and replicating my results.  Despite these delays, I am happy to report solid progress toward earning my PhD during the scholarship period from October 2015-2016. In addition to replicating my EKSH research using open-source turbine model and software, I have also been able to improve the accuracy and efficiency of my metamodel optimization method. Specifically, I discovered that simple polynomial response surface surrogate models can more accurately predict extreme and fatigue loads versus the elliptical basis function neural network metamodels used in my FuE project. Additionally, I was able to a hie e i p essi e o e- li k  optimization capability using a well-known quadratic programming optimization algorithm. This is exciting 




